
 
 

GUSTAVE LORENTZ CREMANT d’ALSACE ROSE 
Appellation: Bergheim; Alsace; France 

 

Winemaker: Georges Lorentz 

Closure: Cork 

Alcohol: 12.0% 

Vineyard 

One can’t be a winemaker without passion and it was this passion that drove 

Charles Lorentz Senior to develop his vineyard on the slopes of the Altenberg near 

Bergheim, banking on it’s excellence.  The grapes grown in this exceptional terroir 

have always been vinified separately.  Riesling, Pinot-Gris, Gewurztraminer and 

other Muscats that originate on these slopes demonstrate from vintage to vintage a 

unique character.  It was the continuing presence of this unique character that 

resulted in the vineyards being awarded the supreme accolade of ‘Grand Cru’ in 

1983. 

 

The wine 

Making Cremant d’Alsace requires very strict conditions of production and 

continuous care. The grapes are picked healthy (without any trace of rot) carefully 

set down in the press in the respect of the rules identical to the ‚Méthode 

Champenoise‛. After the traditional fermentation ‚Vin de Base‛ in tanks, it is in 

the bottle itself that the second fermentation ‚Prise de mousse‛ takes place in cool 

cellars. This natural phenomenon requires careful and patient attention to each 

bottle. During the ageing period ‚Sur lattes‛ the bottles are rotated daily, gradually 

from the horizontal to the vertical position, in order to the yeast deposit to 

accumulate in the neck of the bottle. At the time of “dégorgement‛, the neck of the 

bottle is frozen and, enclosed in ice, the sediment is ejected by natural pressure and 

the bottle is corked and wired. 

 

Tasting Notes 

This Crémant is made from the single grape Pinot Noir which is full of charm and 

elegance, giving it a lovely deep pink hue. 

 

The Crémant d’Alsace Gustave Lorentz Rosé makes a refined aperitif.  Fresh and 

discreetly fruity, it inspires a host of gastronomic matches throughout a meal, from 

cold or warm starters, seafood, white meats and game and finally, some desserts. 

 

About the house 

Having lived for more than two and a half centuries in Bergheim, the Lorentz 

family cultivates its passion for wine in the middle of this small, medieval town 

located in the heart of the wine area of Alsace.  From generation to generation, 

despite all the vagaries of history, they have perpetually passed on their heritage. 

Each generation has taken respectful care of this, and then added their own imprint 

to help the Maison Lorentz to develop in accordance with the times. 
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